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By Sir George SITWELL. Introduction by Osbert Sitwell. Foreword by John Dixon Hunt

David R. Godine, USA, 2004. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 160pp Illustrated. [In stock in
Australia NOW, for immediate delivery] It was a nervous breakdown that drew Sir George Sitwell to
Italy in the early years of the 20th century. And it was the incomparable gardens of Tuscany, Rome,
and the Italian lake district that inspired him to write his classic analysis of what he considered the
timeless principles of garden design. This is not a book about flowers, plants, and practical
horticulture. Sitwell's stance is an intellectual one, invoking music and magic in his description of
those mystical places where landscape and atmosphere are brought together in artful conjunction.
Subjective and controversial as Sitwell's comments on the history and fashions may have been,
they are also impressively researched, empathetic and deeply felt. This was a book that elicited a
passion in England for all things Italian, especially for the magic of its landscape. This is an
ingenious, elegant, and erudite book about wild and tended places that, despite its distant voice,
maintains a modern relevance. Sitwell believed in the therapeutic value of gardens, in the intrinsic
beauty of both planned and unplanned ecological integrity. His stylish, knowledgeable, and
poetically fervent...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I could comprehended every thing out of this composed e pdf. I am just very happy to tell you that this is
the greatest pdf i have study inside my individual existence and could be he finest publication for at any time.
-- Miss Laurie Waters IV-- Miss Laurie Waters IV

Most of these publication is the greatest publication o ered. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading period of time. You can expect to like just how the
article writer create this publication.
-- Eddie Schuppe-- Eddie Schuppe
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